
From: Greg greg_paul@hotmail.co.uk
Subject: Re: 02

Date: 15 May 2020 at 17:01
To: greg@thesovereignsway.com

On Sat, Apr 18, 2020, 5:05 PM Dr. Nancy Ash, DD, PhD <nancy@humanitad.org> wrote:
18 April 2020

Ditto to Sacha, Affirmative

Gratitude in Grace to You, Souvereign

!

 DrN

-- 
Dr Nancy Ash, DD, PhD
Worldwide Chancellor, NewEarth University (NEU)
Founding Trustee, International Tribunal for Natural Justice (ITNJ)
Core Management, NewEarth Project
Member, Humanitad Foundation

  
https://newearth.university/
http://www.new-earth-project.org/
www.itnj.org
https://commission.itnj.org/
http://www.humanitad.org/

Enjoy our two complimentary digital magazines:
The Sovereign Voice
https://view.joomag.com/the-sovereign-voice-itnj-commemorative-
issue/0821035001528071323

The NewEarth Oracle "NEO" 
http://neo.newearthnation.org/

On Sat, Apr 18, 2020 at 7:04 AM Sacha Stone <sacha@humanitad.org> wrote:
Affirmative. Thank you brother Souvereign.

Sacha

vox populi - vox dei

<logo strip.png>

___________________________

sacha stone

Humanitad   |   ITNJ   |   NewEarth

www.humanitad.org
www.newearthnation.org
www.itnj.org

 Skype:  sachastone
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PRIVACY NOTICE: Warning: Any person and/or institution and/or agent etheric or esoteric, entangled or 
disentangled observers, you do NOT have my permission nor consent, via any technical or energetic 
vehicle to utilise any information this “I AM” presence has created or co-created with heart space love 
during this entire time of separation of the densities of truth. You are hereby notified that you are strictly 
prohibited from disclosing, copying, distributing, disseminating, or taking any other action against ME or 
any other version of me that may exist in the past, present or future. “I AM” presence declares sovereign 
boundaries so we may hold sacred space within each of our selves without worry of invasion from any 
source not in alignment with Global Dreamtime & unity consciousness for all sentient kind existing and co-
existing on all of earth mothers realms. The foregoing prohibitions also apply to your employee(s), 
agent(s), student(s) or any personnel under your direction or control. The contents of this email are private 
and legally privileged and confidential information, and the violation of my personal privacy is punishable 
by law, both temporal and spiritual. I now state with all ancestors present in all time streams and 
dimensions: “I invoke my natural rights as a universal citizen born to Earth mothers specific signature 
frequency as a free willed multidimensional, multi-functional fully spiritual being manifest upon these two 
legs.”

On 18 Apr 2020, at 20:25, Souvereign <souvereign@protonmail.com> wrote:

Att: Sacha (founder/ director NE Project), Nancy (Chancellor/President NE University), and all in positions of significant or 
relevant witness, to;   The delegation of executive authority to direct, manage, operate & navigate all digital assets and digital 
infrastructure for the NewEarth Project.

  Dear all,

By means of this letter I wish to formally acknowledge my availability and willful intend to take sole responsibility for all of 
NEP’s digital assets including but not limited to; all online related banking, all NEP related payment agreements to external 
services including but not limited to; URL domain hosting, Stripe accounts, all bulk email service agencies, NEP Google 
Drives and all third party social media avenues (YouTube, Facebook, Twitter) and their login details. 

 It is my intend to oversee, curate and delegate well measured responsibilities to other members of our NEP team, whilst 
supporting those members in their respective positions remaining with NEP. 

 With your consent and instruction of delegating authority over all the above to me, I shall require access to the up-to-date, -
intact-, complete master-list of access codes, passwords and all digital keys and all relevant assets pertaining to anything 
involved in navigating the above stated. 

Please Note:
 From my observation most access keys are administered through gaining access over a ‘@humanitad.org’ email address or 
have such an email address associated to it. It therefor is relevant that i am provided with the full managerial powers to 
execute the functions, roles and responsibilities associated to my position through the authorisation hereof coming from the 
Trustees and founder of Humanitad Foundation. 

 Please instruct whomever carrying these keys to forward the master keychain list of passwords and direct access to all NEP 
web platform assets to souvereign@protonmail.com . 

In Grace, with Godspeed,

Souvereign  

Anfang der weitergeleiteten Nachricht:

Von: Guille Soto <guille@humanitad.org>
Betreff: Aw: Delagation of Authority NewEarth Project (NEP)
Datum: 19. April 2020 um 00:30:28 MESZ
An: "Dr. Nancy Ash, DD, PhD" <nancy@humanitad.org>
Kopie: Sacha Stone <sacha@humanitad.org>, Souvereign <souvereign@protonmail.com>, Connie Broussard 
<connie@humanitad.org>, Theo Schnitfink <Theo.Schnitfink@symphony-solutions.eu>, Brett Elliott 
<brettelliott33@gmail.com>, Thomas Joseph Brown <tom@humanitad.org>, Juan Schlosser <juan@humanitad.org>, Robin 
<robin@newearthhaven.com>, Debbie Evershed <cottonfang@outlook.com>, Wolf <wolf@newearth.foundation>, Santi 
Azpilicueta <santi@newearth.foundation>, The Sovereigns Way <greg@thesovereignsway.com>, "Michael E. V. Knight" 
<michaelevknight@gmail.com>, "ryan.boyd@live.ca" <ryan.boyd@live.ca>, Mark Pearce <mark@balangarafilms.com>, Michele 
Joshi <michele@humanitad.org>

souvereign,

If my vote had any weight in this circle I would not give you access to everything NewEarth. This is based on your involvement the 
past years which has seemed on and off and without any apparent manifestation towards our combined effort. 
I may be mistaken as I have not been involved with everything and with no disrespect towards you, I do not wish to discuss this point.

I do not know you, nor do I have anything against you. I have only heard sporadic whispers or complaints about your actions in the 
past. 
Personally, I do not wish to receive further emails from you pertaining to the NewEarth project. Moving forward, I don't see my 
involvement mixing in with how things are done around here.
Please remove me from this thread.
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My words may be falling on deaf ears, since you've basically already been given the double green light. 
So I ask that once you are given the keys to the kingdom, please erase my humanitad account: guille@humanitad.org - I've already 
tried to erase it myself but cannot.

Best of luck to each of you and may your contribution to this new earth be meaningful and fulfilling,
guille

On Sat, Apr 18, 2020, 5:05 PM Dr. Nancy Ash, DD, PhD <nancy@humanitad.org> wrote:
18 April 2020

Ditto to Sacha, Affirmative

Gratitude in Grace to You, Souvereign

!

 DrN

-- 
Dr Nancy Ash, DD, PhD
Worldwide Chancellor, NewEarth University (NEU)
Founding Trustee, International Tribunal for Natural Justice (ITNJ)
Core Management, NewEarth Project
Member, Humanitad Foundation

  
https://newearth.university/
http://www.new-earth-project.org/
www.itnj.org
https://commission.itnj.org/
http://www.humanitad.org/

Enjoy our two complimentary digital magazines:
The Sovereign Voice
https://view.joomag.com/the-sovereign-voice-itnj-commemorative-
issue/0821035001528071323

The NewEarth Oracle "NEO" 
http://neo.newearthnation.org/

On Sat, Apr 18, 2020 at 7:04 AM Sacha Stone <sacha@humanitad.org> wrote:
Affirmative. Thank you brother Souvereign.

Sacha

vox populi - vox dei

<logo strip.png>

___________________________

sacha stone

Humanitad   |   ITNJ   |   NewEarth

www.humanitad.org
www.newearthnation.org
www.itnj.org

 Skype:  sachastone
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PRIVACY NOTICE: Warning: Any person and/or institution and/or agent etheric or esoteric, entangled or 
disentangled observers, you do NOT have my permission nor consent, via any technical or energetic vehicle 
to utilise any information this “I AM” presence has created or co-created with heart space love during this 
entire time of separation of the densities of truth. You are hereby notified that you are strictly prohibited from 
disclosing, copying, distributing, disseminating, or taking any other action against ME or any other version of 
me that may exist in the past, present or future. “I AM” presence declares sovereign boundaries so we may 
hold sacred space within each of our selves without worry of invasion from any source not in alignment with 
Global Dreamtime & unity consciousness for all sentient kind existing and co-existing on all of earth mothers 
realms. The foregoing prohibitions also apply to your employee(s), agent(s), student(s) or any personnel 
under your direction or control. The contents of this email are private and legally privileged and confidential 
information, and the violation of my personal privacy is punishable by law, both temporal and spiritual. I now 
state with all ancestors present in all time streams and dimensions: “I invoke my natural rights as a universal 
citizen born to Earth mothers specific signature frequency as a free willed multidimensional, multi-functional 
fully spiritual being manifest upon these two legs.”

On 18 Apr 2020, at 20:25, Souvereign <souvereign@protonmail.com> wrote:

Att: Sacha (founder/ director NE Project), Nancy (Chancellor/President NE University), and all in positions of significant or 
relevant witness, to;   The delegation of executive authority to direct, manage, operate & navigate all digital assets and digital 
infrastructure for the NewEarth Project.

  Dear all,

By means of this letter I wish to formally acknowledge my availability and willful intend to take sole responsibility for all of NEP’s 
digital assets including but not limited to; all online related banking, all NEP related payment agreements to external services 
including but not limited to; URL domain hosting, Stripe accounts, all bulk email service agencies, NEP Google Drives and all 
third party social media avenues (YouTube, Facebook, Twitter) and their login details. 

 It is my intend to oversee, curate and delegate well measured responsibilities to other members of our NEP team, whilst 
supporting those members in their respective positions remaining with NEP. 

 With your consent and instruction of delegating authority over all the above to me, I shall require access to the up-to-date, -
intact-, complete master-list of access codes, passwords and all digital keys and all relevant assets pertaining to anything 
involved in navigating the above stated. 

Please Note:
 From my observation most access keys are administered through gaining access over a ‘@humanitad.org’ email address or 
have such an email address associated to it. It therefor is relevant that i am provided with the full managerial powers to execute 
the functions, roles and responsibilities associated to my position through the authorisation hereof coming from the Trustees 
and founder of Humanitad Foundation. 

 Please instruct whomever carrying these keys to forward the master keychain list of passwords and direct access to all NEP 
web platform assets to souvereign@protonmail.com . 

In Grace, with Godspeed,

Souvereign  

Anfang der weitergeleiteten Nachricht:

Von: Sacha Stone <sacha@humanitad.org>
Betreff: Aw: Delagation of Authority NewEarth Project (NEP)
Datum: 18. April 2020 um 15:04:38 MESZ
An: Souvereign <souvereign@protonmail.com>
Kopie: "Dr. Nancy Ash, DD, PhD" <nancy@humanitad.org>, Connie Broussard <connie@humanitad.org>, Theo Schnitfink 
<Theo.Schnitfink@symphony-solutions.eu>, Brett Elliott <brettelliott33@gmail.com>, Thomas Joseph Brown 
<tom@humanitad.org>, Juan Schlosser <juan@humanitad.org>, Robin <robin@newearthhaven.com>, Debbie Evershed 
<cottonfang@outlook.com>, Wolf <wolf@newearth.foundation>, Santi Azpilicueta <santi@newearth.foundation>, The 
Sovereigns Way <greg@thesovereignsway.com>, Guille Soto <guille@humanitad.org>, "Michael E. V. Knight" 
<michaelevknight@gmail.com>, "ryan.boyd@live.ca" <ryan.boyd@live.ca>, Mark Pearce <mark@balangarafilms.com>, Michele 
Joshi <michele@humanitad.org>

Affirmative. Thank you brother Souvereign.

Sacha

vox populi - vox dei

<logo strip.png>

___________________________
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sacha stone

Humanitad   |   ITNJ   |   NewEarth

www.humanitad.org
www.newearthnation.org
www.itnj.org

 Skype:  sachastone

PRIVACY NOTICE: Warning: Any person and/or institution and/or agent etheric or esoteric, entangled or 
disentangled observers, you do NOT have my permission nor consent, via any technical or energetic vehicle to 
utilise any information this “I AM” presence has created or co-created with heart space love during this entire 
time of separation of the densities of truth. You are hereby notified that you are strictly prohibited from disclosing, 
copying, distributing, disseminating, or taking any other action against ME or any other version of me that may 
exist in the past, present or future. “I AM” presence declares sovereign boundaries so we may hold sacred 
space within each of our selves without worry of invasion from any source not in alignment with Global 
Dreamtime & unity consciousness for all sentient kind existing and co-existing on all of earth mothers realms. 
The foregoing prohibitions also apply to your employee(s), agent(s), student(s) or any personnel under your 
direction or control. The contents of this email are private and legally privileged and confidential information, and 
the violation of my personal privacy is punishable by law, both temporal and spiritual. I now state with all 
ancestors present in all time streams and dimensions: “I invoke my natural rights as a universal citizen born to 
Earth mothers specific signature frequency as a free willed multidimensional, multi-functional fully spiritual being 
manifest upon these two legs.”

On 18 Apr 2020, at 20:25, Souvereign <souvereign@protonmail.com> wrote:

Att: Sacha (founder/ director NE Project), Nancy (Chancellor/President NE University), and all in positions of significant or relevant 
witness, to;   The delegation of executive authority to direct, manage, operate & navigate all digital assets and digital infrastructure for 
the NewEarth Project.

  Dear all,

By means of this letter I wish to formally acknowledge my availability and willful intend to take sole responsibility for all of NEP’s 
digital assets including but not limited to; all online related banking, all NEP related payment agreements to external services 
including but not limited to; URL domain hosting, Stripe accounts, all bulk email service agencies, NEP Google Drives and all third 
party social media avenues (YouTube, Facebook, Twitter) and their login details. 

 It is my intend to oversee, curate and delegate well measured responsibilities to other members of our NEP team, whilst supporting 
those members in their respective positions remaining with NEP. 

 With your consent and instruction of delegating authority over all the above to me, I shall require access to the up-to-date, -intact-, 
complete master-list of access codes, passwords and all digital keys and all relevant assets pertaining to anything involved in 
navigating the above stated. 

Please Note:
 From my observation most access keys are administered through gaining access over a ‘@humanitad.org’ email address or have 
such an email address associated to it. It therefor is relevant that i am provided with the full managerial powers to execute the 
functions, roles and responsibilities associated to my position through the authorisation hereof coming from the Trustees and founder 
of Humanitad Foundation. 

 Please instruct whomever carrying these keys to forward the master keychain list of passwords and direct access to all NEP web 
platform assets to souvereign@protonmail.com . 

In Grace, with Godspeed,

Souvereign  

Anfang der weitergeleiteten Nachricht:

Von: Souvereign <souvereign@protonmail.com>
Betreff: Delagation of Authority NewEarth Project (NEP)
Datum: 18. April 2020 um 14:25:48 MESZ
An: Sacha Stone <sacha@humanitad.org>, "Dr. Nancy Ash, DD, PhD" <nancy@humanitad.org>
Kopie: Connie Broussard <connie@humanitad.org>, Theo Schnitfink <Theo.Schnitfink@symphony-solutions.eu>, Brett Elliott 
<brettelliott33@gmail.com>, Thomas Joseph Brown <tom@humanitad.org>, Juan Schlosser <juan@humanitad.org>, Robin 
<robin@newearthhaven.com>, Debbie NewEarth Woman <cottonfang@outlook.com>, Wolf <wolf@newearth.foundation>, Santi 
Azpilicueta <santi@newearth.foundation>, The Sovereigns Way <greg@thesovereignsway.com>, Guille Soto 
<guille@humanitad.org>, "Michael E. V. Knight" <michaelevknight@gmail.com>, Ryan Boyd <ryan.boyd@live.ca>, Mark Pearce 
<mark@balangarafilms.com>, "michele@humanitad.org" <michele@humanitad.org>
Antwort an: Souvereign <souvereign@protonmail.com>

Att: Sacha (founder/ director NE Project), Nancy (Chancellor/President NE University), and all in positions of significant or relevant 
witness, to;   The delegation of executive authority to direct, manage, operate & navigate all digital assets and digital infrastructure for 
the NewEarth Project.
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the NewEarth Project.

  Dear all,

By means of this letter I wish to formally acknowledge my availability and willful intend to take sole responsibility for all of NEP’s digital 
assets including but not limited to; all online related banking, all NEP related payment agreements to external services including but not 
limited to; URL domain hosting, Stripe accounts, all bulk email service agencies, NEP Google Drives and all third party social media 
avenues (YouTube, Facebook, Twitter) and their login details. 

 It is my intend to oversee, curate and delegate well measured responsibilities to other members of our NEP team, whilst supporting 
those members in their respective positions remaining with NEP. 

 With your consent and instruction of delegating authority over all the above to me, I shall require access to the up-to-date, -intact-, 
complete master-list of access codes, passwords and all digital keys and all relevant assets pertaining to anything involved in 
navigating the above stated. 

Please Note:
 From my observation most access keys are administered through gaining access over a ‘@humanitad.org’ email address or have such 
an email address associated to it. It therefor is relevant that i am provided with the full managerial powers to execute the functions, 
roles and responsibilities associated to my position through the authorisation hereof coming from the Trustees and founder of 
Humanitad Foundation. 

 Please instruct whomever carrying these keys to forward the master keychain list of passwords and direct access to all NEP web 
platform assets to souvereign@protonmail.com . 

In Grace, with Godspeed,

Souvereign  
Anfang der weitergeleiteten Nachricht:

Von: Robin <events@newearthhaven.com>
Betreff: Aw: Delagation of Authority NewEarth Project (NEP)
Datum: 23. April 2020 um 08:30:30 MESZ
An: Guille Soto <guille@humanitad.org>
Kopie: Connie Broussard <connie@humanitad.org>, Debbie Evershed <cottonfang@outlook.com>, "Dr. Nancy Ash, DD, PhD" 
<nancy@humanitad.org>, Juan Schlosser <juan@humanitad.org>, Mark Pearce <mark@balangarafilms.com>, "Michael E. V. 
Knight" <michaelevknight@gmail.com>, Robin <robin@newearthhaven.com>, Sacha Stone <sacha@humanitad.org>, Santi 
Azpilicueta <santi@newearth.foundation>, Souvereign <souvereign@protonmail.com>, The Sovereigns Way 
<greg@thesovereignsway.com>, Thomas Joseph Brown <tom@humanitad.org>, Wolf <wolf@newearth.foundation>, 
"ryan.boyd@live.ca" <ryan.boyd@live.ca>
Antwort an: events@newearthhaven.com

In that case Mr. Guille Soto, if you wish to claim ownership of the drives entrusted to you and the media assets on them, i will be 
forwarding you the invoice from Koko & Pratama Multimedia, as that agreement was made on your name as shown from the 
screenshot below, as well as several other still outstanding invoices for equipment rentals and logistics, to cover all expenses incurred 
for the capture of aforementioned media assets. (70 mil IDR is around 4.500$ USD)

Yours in integrity,
Robin

<Screen Shot 2020-04-23 at 2.15.18 PM.png>

On Thu, 23 Apr 2020 at 11:29, Guille Soto <guille@humanitad.org> wrote:
Peeps,

The picture that I've attached sums up my feelings with this situation. *NOTE It has been modified digitally to remove the drama and 
manipulation.
Guille, my nickname, considers himself a professional broadcaster and content creator. I follow my heart and I know what I want.

This response from (humanitad.org) Sacha Stone is why I could care less about SACHASTONE.COM & HUMANITAD.ORG - there 
may be hope for something different and bigger for NEWEARTH and the type of community effort that interests me. I may participate 
if something like that should appear and I am free to help. 
Until then, I bid thee farewell, its time to sow new seeds. 

hasta la vista
guille

p.s.
I refuse to give back the gifts that I worked very hard for and at the moment, is my only means of survival. 
I love ya'll, but ya better check yourself before you break yourself.

<sacha stone - no vote.png>

On Sat, Apr 18, 2020 at 10:03 PM Sacha Stone <sacha@humanitad.org> wrote:
Guille

Feel free to lay out the 'whispers' against Souvereign which you are privy to, considering your last ignoble offering was to breach 
goodwill and attempt to damn him. 

Or perhaps you should begin to steer clear of whisperers? 
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Either way,  there is no vote. 

Goodbye.

Sent from my iPhone

Sacha Stone

Humanitad Foundation
New Earth Project
International Tribunal for Natural Justice (ITNJ)

www.humanitad.org
www.newearthnation.org
www.itnj.org

PRIVACY NOTICE: Warning: Any person and/or institution and/or agent etheric or 
esoteric, entangled or disentangled observers, you do NOT have my 
permission nor consent, via any technical or energetic vehicle to utilise any 
information this “I AM” presence has created or co-created with heart space 
love during this entire time of separation of the densities of truth. You are 
hereby notified that you are strictly prohibited from disclosing, copying, 
distributing, disseminating, or taking any other action against ME or any 
other version of me that may exist in the past, present or future. “I AM” 
presence declares sovereign boundaries so we may hold sacred space 
within each of our selves without worry of invasion from any source not in 
alignment with Global Dreamtime & unity consciousness for all sentient kind 
existing and co-existing on all of earth mothers realms. The foregoing 
prohibitions also apply to your employee(s), agent(s), student(s) or any 
personnel under your direction or control. The contents of this email are 
private and legally privileged and confidential information, and the violation 
of my personal privacy is punishable by law, both temporal and spiritual. I 
now state with all ancestors present in all time streams and dimensions: “I 
invoke my natural rights as a universal citizen born to Earth mothers specific 
signature frequency as a free willed multidimensional, multi-functional fully 
spiritual being manifest upon these two legs.”

On 19 Apr 2020, at 6:31 am, Guille Soto <guille@humanitad.org> wrote:

souvereign,

If my vote had any weight in this circle I would not give you access to everything NewEarth. This is based on your involvement 
the past years which has seemed on and off and without any apparent manifestation towards our combined effort. 
I may be mistaken as I have not been involved with everything and with no disrespect towards you, I do not wish to discuss this 
point.

I do not know you, nor do I have anything against you. I have only heard sporadic whispers or complaints about your actions in 
the past. 
Personally, I do not wish to receive further emails from you pertaining to the NewEarth project. Moving forward, I don't see my 
involvement mixing in with how things are done around here.
Please remove me from this thread.

My words may be falling on deaf ears, since you've basically already been given the double green light. 
So I ask that once you are given the keys to the kingdom, please erase my humanitad account: guille@humanitad.org - I've 
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So I ask that once you are given the keys to the kingdom, please erase my humanitad account: guille@humanitad.org - I've 
already tried to erase it myself but cannot.

Best of luck to each of you and may your contribution to this new earth be meaningful and fulfilling,
guille

On Sat, Apr 18, 2020, 5:05 PM Dr. Nancy Ash, DD, PhD <nancy@humanitad.org> wrote:
18 April 2020

Ditto to Sacha, Affirmative

Gratitude in Grace to You, Souvereign

!

 DrN

-- 
Dr Nancy Ash, DD, PhD
Worldwide Chancellor, NewEarth University (NEU)
Founding Trustee, International Tribunal for Natural Justice (ITNJ)
Core Management, NewEarth Project
Member, Humanitad Foundation

  
https://newearth.university/
http://www.new-earth-project.org/
www.itnj.org
https://commission.itnj.org/
http://www.humanitad.org/

Enjoy our two complimentary digital magazines:
The Sovereign Voice
https://view.joomag.com/the-sovereign-voice-itnj-commemorative-
issue/0821035001528071323

The NewEarth Oracle "NEO" 
http://neo.newearthnation.org/

On Sat, Apr 18, 2020 at 7:04 AM Sacha Stone <sacha@humanitad.org> wrote:
Affirmative. Thank you brother Souvereign.

Sacha

vox populi - vox dei

<logo strip.png>

___________________________

sacha stone

Humanitad   |   ITNJ   |   NewEarth

www.humanitad.org
www.newearthnation.org
www.itnj.org

 Skype:  sachastone

PRIVACY NOTICE: Warning: Any person and/or institution and/or agent etheric or esoteric, entangled 
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PRIVACY NOTICE: Warning: Any person and/or institution and/or agent etheric or esoteric, entangled 
or disentangled observers, you do NOT have my permission nor consent, via any technical or 
energetic vehicle to utilise any information this “I AM” presence has created or co-created with heart 
space love during this entire time of separation of the densities of truth. You are hereby notified that 
you are strictly prohibited from disclosing, copying, distributing, disseminating, or taking any other 
action against ME or any other version of me that may exist in the past, present or future. “I AM” 
presence declares sovereign boundaries so we may hold sacred space within each of our selves 
without worry of invasion from any source not in alignment with Global Dreamtime & unity 
consciousness for all sentient kind existing and co-existing on all of earth mothers realms. The 
foregoing prohibitions also apply to your employee(s), agent(s), student(s) or any personnel under 
your direction or control. The contents of this email are private and legally privileged and confidential 
information, and the violation of my personal privacy is punishable by law, both temporal and spiritual. I 
now state with all ancestors present in all time streams and dimensions: “I invoke my natural rights as 
a universal citizen born to Earth mothers specific signature frequency as a free willed 
multidimensional, multi-functional fully spiritual being manifest upon these two legs.”

On 18 Apr 2020, at 20:25, Souvereign <souvereign@protonmail.com> wrote:

Att: Sacha (founder/ director NE Project), Nancy (Chancellor/President NE University), and all in positions of significant 
or relevant witness, to;The delegation of executive authority to direct, manage, operate & navigate all digital assets and 
digital infrastructure for the NewEarth Project.

Dear all,

By means of this letter I wish to formally acknowledge my availability and willful intend to take sole responsibility for all of 
NEP’s digital assets including but not limited to; all online related banking, all NEP related payment agreements to 
external services including but not limited to; URL domain hosting, Stripe accounts, all bulk email service agencies, NEP 
Google Drives and all third party social media avenues (YouTube, Facebook, Twitter) and their login details.

It is my intend to oversee, curate and delegate well measured responsibilities to other members of our NEP team, whilst 
supporting those members in their respective positions remaining with NEP.

With your consent and instruction of delegating authority over all the above to me, I shall require access to the up-to-
date, -intact-, complete master-list of access codes, passwords and all digital keys and all relevant assets pertaining to 
anything involved in navigating the above stated.

Please Note:
From my observation most access keys are administered through gaining access over a ‘@humanitad.org’ email address 
or have such an email address associated to it. It therefor is relevant that i am provided with the full managerial powers 
to execute the functions, roles and responsibilities associated to my position through the authorisation hereof coming 
from the Trustees and founder of Humanitad Foundation.

Please instruct whomever carrying these keys to forward the master keychain list of passwords and direct access to all 
NEP web platform assets to souvereign@protonmail.com .

In Grace, with Godspeed,

Souvereign

Anfang der weitergeleiteten Nachricht:

Von: Guille Soto <guille@humanitad.org>
Betreff: Aw: Delagation of Authority NewEarth Project (NEP)
Datum: 23. April 2020 um 17:29:55 MESZ
An: Robin <events@newearthhaven.com>
Kopie: Connie Broussard <connie@humanitad.org>, Debbie Evershed <cottonfang@outlook.com>, "Dr. Nancy Ash, DD, PhD" 
<nancy@humanitad.org>, Juan Schlosser <juan@humanitad.org>, Mark Pearce <mark@balangarafilms.com>, "Michael E. V. 
Knight" <michaelevknight@gmail.com>, Robin <robin@newearthhaven.com>, Sacha Stone <sacha@humanitad.org>, Santi 
Azpilicueta <santi@newearth.foundation>, Souvereign <souvereign@protonmail.com>, The Sovereigns Way 
<greg@thesovereignsway.com>, Thomas Joseph Brown <tom@humanitad.org>, Wolf <wolf@newearth.foundation>, 
"ryan.boyd@live.ca" <ryan.boyd@live.ca>

Check yourself, I'm afraid you may be delusional.

I won't be sending an invoice for my efforts but I ask that you consider the time spent copying files to other drives that I myself placed 
inside sacha's safe and arranged to be mailed to Mark in Australia. 
Let's add the months of work in preparation for the festival and the logistics which I dealt with to make sure said elements were 
captured successfully. This effort and work is much more valuable than the price of my 2 hard drives which subsequently have already 
been cleared since both Sacha and Mark have the files on their drives (thanks to me). 
I owe nothing and am owed nothing.  
The breach of goodwill or theft, exists only in your heads. 
So fuck off!
and if it makes you feel better, go ahead and send that invoice my way, I've got a nice place reserved for it here at home. 

best,
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best,
guille

On Thu, Apr 23, 2020 at 1:30 AM Robin <events@newearthhaven.com> wrote:
In that case Mr. Guille Soto, if you wish to claim ownership of the drives entrusted to you and the media assets on them, i will be 
forwarding you the invoice from Koko & Pratama Multimedia, as that agreement was made on your name as shown from the 
screenshot below, as well as several other still outstanding invoices for equipment rentals and logistics, to cover all expenses 
incurred for the capture of aforementioned media assets. (70 mil IDR is around 4.500$ USD)

Yours in integrity,
Robin

<Screen Shot 2020-04-23 at 2.15.18 PM.png>

On Thu, 23 Apr 2020 at 11:29, Guille Soto <guille@humanitad.org> wrote:
Peeps,

The picture that I've attached sums up my feelings with this situation. *NOTE It has been modified digitally to remove the drama 
and manipulation.
Guille, my nickname, considers himself a professional broadcaster and content creator. I follow my heart and I know what I want.

This response from (humanitad.org) Sacha Stone is why I could care less about SACHASTONE.COM & HUMANITAD.ORG - 
there may be hope for something different and bigger for NEWEARTH and the type of community effort that interests me. I may 
participate if something like that should appear and I am free to help. 
Until then, I bid thee farewell, its time to sow new seeds. 

hasta la vista
guille

p.s.
I refuse to give back the gifts that I worked very hard for and at the moment, is my only means of survival. 
I love ya'll, but ya better check yourself before you break yourself.

<sacha stone - no vote.png>

On Sat, Apr 18, 2020 at 10:03 PM Sacha Stone <sacha@humanitad.org> wrote:
Guille

Feel free to lay out the 'whispers' against Souvereign which you are privy to, considering your last ignoble offering was to 
breach goodwill and attempt to damn him. 

Or perhaps you should begin to steer clear of whisperers? 

Either way,  there is no vote. 

Goodbye.

Sent from my iPhone

Sacha Stone

Humanitad Foundation
New Earth Project
International Tribunal for Natural Justice (ITNJ)

www.humanitad.org
www.newearthnation.org
www.itnj.org

PRIVACY NOTICE: Warning: Any person and/or institution and/or agent etheric or 
esoteric, entangled or disentangled observers, you do NOT have my 
permission nor consent, via any technical or energetic vehicle to utilise any 
information this “I AM” presence has created or co-created with heart 
space love during this entire time of separation of the densities of truth. 
You are hereby notified that you are strictly prohibited from disclosing, 
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You are hereby notified that you are strictly prohibited from disclosing, 
copying, distributing, disseminating, or taking any other action against ME 
or any other version of me that may exist in the past, present or future. “I 
AM” presence declares sovereign boundaries so we may hold sacred 
space within each of our selves without worry of invasion from any source 
not in alignment with Global Dreamtime & unity consciousness for all 
sentient kind existing and co-existing on all of earth mothers realms. The 
foregoing prohibitions also apply to your employee(s), agent(s), student(s) 
or any personnel under your direction or control. The contents of this email 
are private and legally privileged and confidential information, and the 
violation of my personal privacy is punishable by law, both temporal and 
spiritual. I now state with all ancestors present in all time streams and 
dimensions: “I invoke my natural rights as a universal citizen born to Earth 
mothers specific signature frequency as a free willed multidimensional, 
multi-functional fully spiritual being manifest upon these two legs.”

On 19 Apr 2020, at 6:31 am, Guille Soto <guille@humanitad.org> wrote:

souvereign,

If my vote had any weight in this circle I would not give you access to everything NewEarth. This is based on your 
involvement the past years which has seemed on and off and without any apparent manifestation towards our combined 
effort. 
I may be mistaken as I have not been involved with everything and with no disrespect towards you, I do not wish to discuss 
this point.

I do not know you, nor do I have anything against you. I have only heard sporadic whispers or complaints about your actions 
in the past. 
Personally, I do not wish to receive further emails from you pertaining to the NewEarth project. Moving forward, I don't see my 
involvement mixing in with how things are done around here.
Please remove me from this thread.

My words may be falling on deaf ears, since you've basically already been given the double green light. 
So I ask that once you are given the keys to the kingdom, please erase my humanitad account: guille@humanitad.org - I've 
already tried to erase it myself but cannot.

Best of luck to each of you and may your contribution to this new earth be meaningful and fulfilling,
guille

On Sat, Apr 18, 2020, 5:05 PM Dr. Nancy Ash, DD, PhD <nancy@humanitad.org> wrote:
18 April 2020

Ditto to Sacha, Affirmative

Gratitude in Grace to You, Souvereign

!

 DrN

-- 
Dr Nancy Ash, DD, PhD
Worldwide Chancellor, NewEarth University (NEU)
Founding Trustee, International Tribunal for Natural Justice (ITNJ)
Core Management, NewEarth Project
Member, Humanitad Foundation
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Enjoy our two complimentary digital magazines:
The Sovereign Voice
https://view.joomag.com/the-sovereign-voice-itnj-commemorative-
issue/0821035001528071323

The NewEarth Oracle "NEO" 
http://neo.newearthnation.org/

On Sat, Apr 18, 2020 at 7:04 AM Sacha Stone <sacha@humanitad.org> wrote:
Affirmative. Thank you brother Souvereign.

Sacha

vox populi - vox dei

<logo strip.png>

___________________________

sacha stone

Humanitad   |   ITNJ   |   NewEarth

www.humanitad.org
www.newearthnation.org
www.itnj.org

 Skype:  sachastone

PRIVACY NOTICE: Warning: Any person and/or institution and/or agent etheric or esoteric, 
entangled or disentangled observers, you do NOT have my permission nor consent, via any 
technical or energetic vehicle to utilise any information this “I AM” presence has created or co-
created with heart space love during this entire time of separation of the densities of truth. You are 
hereby notified that you are strictly prohibited from disclosing, copying, distributing, disseminating, or 
taking any other action against ME or any other version of me that may exist in the past, present or 
future. “I AM” presence declares sovereign boundaries so we may hold sacred space within each of 
our selves without worry of invasion from any source not in alignment with Global Dreamtime & unity 
consciousness for all sentient kind existing and co-existing on all of earth mothers realms. The 
foregoing prohibitions also apply to your employee(s), agent(s), student(s) or any personnel under 
your direction or control. The contents of this email are private and legally privileged and confidential 
information, and the violation of my personal privacy is punishable by law, both temporal and 
spiritual. I now state with all ancestors present in all time streams and dimensions: “I invoke my 
natural rights as a universal citizen born to Earth mothers specific signature frequency as a free 
willed multidimensional, multi-functional fully spiritual being manifest upon these two legs.”

On 18 Apr 2020, at 20:25, Souvereign <souvereign@protonmail.com> wrote:

Att: Sacha (founder/ director NE Project), Nancy (Chancellor/President NE University), and all in positions of significant 
or relevant witness, to;The delegation of executive authority to direct, manage, operate & navigate all digital assets 
and digital infrastructure for the NewEarth Project.

Dear all,

By means of this letter I wish to formally acknowledge my availability and willful intend to take sole responsibility for all 
of NEP’s digital assets including but not limited to; all online related banking, all NEP related payment agreements to 
external services including but not limited to; URL domain hosting, Stripe accounts, all bulk email service agencies, 
NEP Google Drives and all third party social media avenues (YouTube, Facebook, Twitter) and their login details.

It is my intend to oversee, curate and delegate well measured responsibilities to other members of our NEP team, 
whilst supporting those members in their respective positions remaining with NEP.

With your consent and instruction of delegating authority over all the above to me, I shall require access to the up-to-
date, -intact-, complete master-list of access codes, passwords and all digital keys and all relevant assets pertaining to 
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date, -intact-, complete master-list of access codes, passwords and all digital keys and all relevant assets pertaining to 
anything involved in navigating the above stated.

Please Note:
From my observation most access keys are administered through gaining access over a ‘@humanitad.org’ email 
address or have such an email address associated to it. It therefor is relevant that i am provided with the full 
managerial powers to execute the functions, roles and responsibilities associated to my position through the 
authorisation hereof coming from the Trustees and founder of Humanitad Foundation.

Please instruct whomever carrying these keys to forward the master keychain list of passwords and direct access to all 
NEP web platform assets to souvereign@protonmail.com .

In Grace, with Godspeed,

Souvereign

Anfang der weitergeleiteten Nachricht:

Von: Robin <events@newearthhaven.com>
Betreff: Aw: Delagation of Authority NewEarth Project (NEP)
Datum: 21. April 2020 um 11:09:14 MESZ
An: Debbie Evershed <cottonfang@outlook.com>
Kopie: Sacha Stone <sacha@humanitad.org>, Guille Soto <guille@humanitad.org>, "Dr. Nancy Ash, DD, PhD" 
<nancy@humanitad.org>, Souvereign <souvereign@protonmail.com>, Connie Broussard <connie@humanitad.org>, Theo 
Schnitfink <Theo.Schnitfink@symphony-solutions.eu>, Brett Elliott <brettelliott33@gmail.com>, Thomas Joseph Brown 
<tom@humanitad.org>, Juan Schlosser <juan@humanitad.org>, Wolf <wolf@newearth.foundation>, Santi Azpilicueta 
<santi@newearth.foundation>, The Sovereigns Way <greg@thesovereignsway.com>, "Michael E. V. Knight" 
<michaelevknight@gmail.com>, "ryan.boyd@live.ca" <ryan.boyd@live.ca>, Mark Pearce <mark@balangarafilms.com>, Michele 
Joshi <michele@humanitad.org>
Antwort an: events@newearthhaven.com

This is just answering to Guille's response in here, that is the only part i feel relevant on speaking to, i will stay out of the rest of this 
matter as it doesn't really pertain to me.  

First off, you should finish your rant first and then drop the mic, thats how that works. The reason i mention this is because for me that 
inconsistency is something i feel goes throughout most of your conduct in regards to the Haven and within this thread.

To pass judgement and condemn someone who from your own words, you don't know and have had little interaction with, based on 
whispered rumors and conjecture is simply out of integrity.

Especially if i look at Souvereigns conduct and actions here on the ground, from my own first hand report, and compare it to yours in 
your time here. No need to go into details there, i'm pretty sure you have your own perspective on that, though it is supremely ironic 
you should mention sucking at the tit.

Souvereign has literally been digging through the shit and cleaning things up from the ground up, feet planted solidly on the earth, 
doing his bit to manifest and anchor his part of this vision in his typical syntropically oriented way, with full focus on our collective 
wellbeing instead of merely self-centered motivations.

Secondly, i'm confused as to why you need your access and position for social media, even though you've stepped away from it a year 
ago already as per your own words, and in terms of the Haven never even really wanted to be involved with any of that, outside of just 
creating content on your own terms and pace.

I get your bitterness, after volunteering so many years, i really do, but all what you do as an adult sovereign being is done so by your 
own choice and motivation, you cannot blame or direct anger to anyone but yourself for any of that, especially not afterwards. What we 
do should follow what we say which should be in line with what we think, it's a very simple thing.

In closing, the reason i felt called to respond on this is mainly from a sober business perspective, as this is indeed something that will 
require clarification. 
Debbie mentioned the agreement for which she provided you a $2.000 computer, you have not delivered on that.
As i recall, that is not the first time some misappropriation of funds for computer related issues occurred, so i do hope this time the 
matter will be resolved with the integrity it deserves.

Please clarify if this agreement is something you are planning to negate, as that seems to be implied by you saying "I have not worked 
closely with anyone in this newearth group for months now. By the looks of it, I would have kept it that way, actually." 

Please also state your intentions with the stack of harddrives you were entrusted with, which represents hundreds of dollars of the 
festival & the Havens hardware, and more importantly, all the media assets on them. We paid tens of thousands of dollars for that 
media, and it could be argued that in fact the entire festival was an exercise to capture the media on those drives, and the content that 
was supposed to be created from that. 

So, if no more content creation is forthcoming, let us please arrange for the harddisks to shipped back here immediately, DHL or fedex 
have pretty reliable service in Bali.

You may send it to:

Akasha Villa a/n Robertus Graat
Jalan Sinta, Keliki, Tegallalang, Gianyar, Bali 80561, Indonesia
+6281239161133

Hope you are staying safe & healthy,
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Hope you are staying safe & healthy,

Kind Regards.
Robin

On Tue, Apr 21, 2020 at 7:26 AM Debbie Evershed <cottonfang@outlook.com> wrote:
Guille

I spent £2000 for your laptop in exchange for a 5 to 10 min video on the festival in 
June 2019 for the world to see which you never did. 

That was the agreed exchange, but you took the laptop and ran.

At the very least, I should be paid for the laptop in order for your integrity to be 
restored or words to have some standing, 

Please send the £2000 to me here:
Ms Debbie S Evershed
Cash Plus Mastercard
Account number  17538594 
Sort Code 087199
exp 06/20

This was my personal money,  not Sacha's or New Earths, was I robbed? 

Thanks 
Debbie

 

  

In Unity

Debbie Evershed

Please sign the Treaty against human and child trafficking.
International Tribunal for Natural Justice
www.ITNJ.org

From: Sacha Stone <sacha@humanitad.org>
Sent: 19 April 2020 5:03 AM
To: Guille Soto <guille@humanitad.org>
Cc: Dr. Nancy Ash, DD, PhD <nancy@humanitad.org>; Souvereign 
<souvereign@protonmail.com>; Connie Broussard <connie@humanitad.org>; Theo 
Schnitfink <Theo.Schnitfink@symphony-solutions.eu>; Brett Elliott 
<brettelliott33@gmail.com>; Thomas Joseph Brown <tom@humanitad.org>; Juan 
Schlosser <juan@humanitad.org>; Robin <robin@newearthhaven.com>; Debbie 
Evershed <cottonfang@outlook.com>; Wolf <wolf@newearth.foundation>; Santi 
Azpilicueta <santi@newearth.foundation>; The Sovereigns Way 
<greg@thesovereignsway.com>; Michael E. V. Knight <michaelevknight@gmail.com>; 
ryan.boyd@live.ca <ryan.boyd@live.ca>; Mark Pearce <mark@balangarafilms.com>; 
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ryan.boyd@live.ca <ryan.boyd@live.ca>; Mark Pearce <mark@balangarafilms.com>; 
Michele Joshi <michele@humanitad.org>
Subject: Re: Delagation of Authority NewEarth Project (NEP)
 
Guille

Feel free to lay out the 'whispers' against Souvereign which you are privy to, considering your last ignoble offering was to breach 
goodwill and attempt to damn him. 

Or perhaps you should begin to steer clear of whisperers? 

Either way,  there is no vote. 

Goodbye.

Sent from my iPhone

Sacha Stone

Humanitad Foundation
New Earth Project
International Tribunal for Natural Justice (ITNJ)

www.humanitad.org
www.newearthnation.org
www.itnj.org

PRIVACY NOTICE: Warning: Any person and/or institution and/or agent etheric or 
esoteric, entangled or disentangled observers, you do NOT have my 
permission nor consent, via any technical or energetic vehicle to utilise any 
information this “I AM” presence has created or co-created with heart space 
love during this entire time of separation of the densities of truth. You are 
hereby notified that you are strictly prohibited from disclosing, copying, 
distributing, disseminating, or taking any other action against ME or any other 
version of me that may exist in the past, present or future. “I AM” presence 
declares sovereign boundaries so we may hold sacred space within each of 
our selves without worry of invasion from any source not in alignment with 
Global Dreamtime & unity consciousness for all sentient kind existing and co-
existing on all of earth mothers realms. The foregoing prohibitions also apply 
to your employee(s), agent(s), student(s) or any personnel under your 
direction or control. The contents of this email are private and legally 
privileged and confidential information, and the violation of my personal 
privacy is punishable by law, both temporal and spiritual. I now state with all 
ancestors present in all time streams and dimensions: “I invoke my natural 
rights as a universal citizen born to Earth mothers specific signature 
frequency as a free willed multidimensional, multi-functional fully spiritual 
being manifest upon these two legs.”

On 19 Apr 2020, at 6:31 am, Guille Soto <guille@humanitad.org> wrote:

souvereign,

If my vote had any weight in this circle I would not give you access to everything NewEarth. This is based on your involvement 
the past years which has seemed on and off and without any apparent manifestation towards our combined effort. 
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the past years which has seemed on and off and without any apparent manifestation towards our combined effort. 
I may be mistaken as I have not been involved with everything and with no disrespect towards you, I do not wish to discuss this 
point.

I do not know you, nor do I have anything against you. I have only heard sporadic whispers or complaints about your actions in the 
past. 
Personally, I do not wish to receive further emails from you pertaining to the NewEarth project. Moving forward, I don't see my 
involvement mixing in with how things are done around here.
Please remove me from this thread.

My words may be falling on deaf ears, since you've basically already been given the double green light. 
So I ask that once you are given the keys to the kingdom, please erase my humanitad account: guille@humanitad.org - I've 
already tried to erase it myself but cannot.

Best of luck to each of you and may your contribution to this new earth be meaningful and fulfilling,
guille

On Sat, Apr 18, 2020, 5:05 PM Dr. Nancy Ash, DD, PhD <nancy@humanitad.org> wrote:
18 April 2020

Ditto to Sacha, Affirmative

Gratitude in Grace to You, Souvereign

!

 DrN

-- 
Dr Nancy Ash, DD, PhD
Worldwide Chancellor, NewEarth University (NEU)
Founding Trustee, International Tribunal for Natural Justice (ITNJ)
Core Management, NewEarth Project
Member, Humanitad Foundation

  
https://newearth.university/
http://www.new-earth-project.org/
www.itnj.org
https://commission.itnj.org/
http://www.humanitad.org/

Enjoy our two complimentary digital magazines:
The Sovereign Voice
https://view.joomag.com/the-sovereign-voice-itnj-commemorative-
issue/0821035001528071323

The NewEarth Oracle "NEO" 
http://neo.newearthnation.org/

On Sat, Apr 18, 2020 at 7:04 AM Sacha Stone <sacha@humanitad.org> wrote:
Affirmative. Thank you brother Souvereign.

Sacha

vox populi - vox dei

<logo strip.png>

___________________________

sacha stone

Humanitad   |   ITNJ   |   NewEarth

www.humanitad.org
www.newearthnation.org
www.itnj.org

 Skype:  sachastone
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PRIVACY NOTICE: Warning: Any person and/or institution and/or agent etheric or esoteric, entangled or 
disentangled observers, you do NOT have my permission nor consent, via any technical or energetic 
vehicle to utilise any information this “I AM” presence has created or co-created with heart space love 
during this entire time of separation of the densities of truth. You are hereby notified that you are strictly 
prohibited from disclosing, copying, distributing, disseminating, or taking any other action against ME or 
any other version of me that may exist in the past, present or future. “I AM” presence declares sovereign 
boundaries so we may hold sacred space within each of our selves without worry of invasion from any 
source not in alignment with Global Dreamtime & unity consciousness for all sentient kind existing and 
co-existing on all of earth mothers realms. The foregoing prohibitions also apply to your employee(s), 
agent(s), student(s) or any personnel under your direction or control. The contents of this email are 
private and legally privileged and confidential information, and the violation of my personal privacy is 
punishable by law, both temporal and spiritual. I now state with all ancestors present in all time streams 
and dimensions: “I invoke my natural rights as a universal citizen born to Earth mothers specific 
signature frequency as a free willed multidimensional, multi-functional fully spiritual being manifest upon 
these two legs.”

On 18 Apr 2020, at 20:25, Souvereign <souvereign@protonmail.com> wrote:

Att: Sacha (founder/ director NE Project), Nancy (Chancellor/President NE University), and all in positions of significant or 
relevant witness, to;   The delegation of executive authority to direct, manage, operate & navigate all digital assets and digital 
infrastructure for the NewEarth Project.

  Dear all,

By means of this letter I wish to formally acknowledge my availability and willful intend to take sole responsibility for all of 
NEP’s digital assets including but not limited to; all online related banking, all NEP related payment agreements to external 
services including but not limited to; URL domain hosting, Stripe accounts, all bulk email service agencies, NEP Google 
Drives and all third party social media avenues (YouTube, Facebook, Twitter) and their login details. 

 It is my intend to oversee, curate and delegate well measured responsibilities to other members of our NEP team, whilst 
supporting those members in their respective positions remaining with NEP. 

 With your consent and instruction of delegating authority over all the above to me, I shall require access to the up-to-date, -
intact-, complete master-list of access codes, passwords and all digital keys and all relevant assets pertaining to anything 
involved in navigating the above stated. 

Please Note:
 From my observation most access keys are administered through gaining access over a ‘@humanitad.org’ email address 
or have such an email address associated to it. It therefor is relevant that i am provided with the full managerial powers to 
execute the functions, roles and responsibilities associated to my position through the authorisation hereof coming from the 
Trustees and founder of Humanitad Foundation. 

 Please instruct whomever carrying these keys to forward the master keychain list of passwords and direct access to all 
NEP web platform assets to souvereign@protonmail.com . 

In Grace, with Godspeed,

Souvereign  

Get Outlook for Android
Anfang der weitergeleiteten Nachricht:

Von: Debbie Evershed <cottonfang@outlook.com>
Betreff: Aw: Delagation of Authority NewEarth Project (NEP)
Datum: 21. April 2020 um 01:26:40 MESZ
An: Sacha Stone <sacha@humanitad.org>, Guille Soto <guille@humanitad.org>
Kopie: "Dr. Nancy Ash, DD, PhD" <nancy@humanitad.org>, Souvereign <souvereign@protonmail.com>, Connie Broussard 
<connie@humanitad.org>, Theo Schnitfink <Theo.Schnitfink@symphony-solutions.eu>, Brett Elliott 
<brettelliott33@gmail.com>, Thomas Joseph Brown <tom@humanitad.org>, Juan Schlosser <juan@humanitad.org>, Robin 
<robin@newearthhaven.com>, Wolf <wolf@newearth.foundation>, Santi Azpilicueta <santi@newearth.foundation>, The 
Sovereigns Way <greg@thesovereignsway.com>, "Michael E. V. Knight" <michaelevknight@gmail.com>, "ryan.boyd@live.ca" 
<ryan.boyd@live.ca>, Mark Pearce <mark@balangarafilms.com>, Michele Joshi <michele@humanitad.org>

Guille

I spent £2000 for your laptop in exchange for a 5 to 10 min video on the festival in 
June 2019 for the world to see which you never did. 

That was the agreed exchange, but you took the laptop and ran.
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At the very least, I should be paid for the laptop in order for your integrity to be 
restored or words to have some standing, 

Please send the £2000 to me here:
Ms Debbie S Evershed
Cash Plus Mastercard
Account number  17538594 
Sort Code 087199
exp 06/20

This was my personal money,  not Sacha's or New Earths, was I robbed? 

Thanks 
Debbie

 

  

In Unity

Debbie Evershed

Please sign the Treaty against human and child trafficking.
International Tribunal for Natural Justice
www.ITNJ.org

From: Sacha Stone <sacha@humanitad.org>
Sent: 19 April 2020 5:03 AM
To: Guille Soto <guille@humanitad.org>
Cc: Dr. Nancy Ash, DD, PhD <nancy@humanitad.org>; Souvereign 
<souvereign@protonmail.com>; Connie Broussard <connie@humanitad.org>; Theo 
Schnitfink <Theo.Schnitfink@symphony-solutions.eu>; Brett Elliott 
<brettelliott33@gmail.com>; Thomas Joseph Brown <tom@humanitad.org>; Juan 
Schlosser <juan@humanitad.org>; Robin <robin@newearthhaven.com>; Debbie 
Evershed <cottonfang@outlook.com>; Wolf <wolf@newearth.foundation>; Santi 
Azpilicueta <santi@newearth.foundation>; The Sovereigns Way 
<greg@thesovereignsway.com>; Michael E. V. Knight <michaelevknight@gmail.com>; 
ryan.boyd@live.ca <ryan.boyd@live.ca>; Mark Pearce <mark@balangarafilms.com>; 
Michele Joshi <michele@humanitad.org>
Subject: Re: Delagation of Authority NewEarth Project (NEP)
 
Guille

Feel free to lay out the 'whispers' against Souvereign which you are privy to, considering your last ignoble offering was to breach 
goodwill and attempt to damn him. 

Or perhaps you should begin to steer clear of whisperers? 

Either way,  there is no vote. 

Goodbye.

Sent from my iPhone

Sacha Stone

Humanitad Foundation
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Humanitad Foundation
New Earth Project
International Tribunal for Natural Justice (ITNJ)

www.humanitad.org
www.newearthnation.org
www.itnj.org

PRIVACY NOTICE: Warning: Any person and/or institution and/or agent etheric or 
esoteric, entangled or disentangled observers, you do NOT have my 
permission nor consent, via any technical or energetic vehicle to utilise any 
information this “I AM” presence has created or co-created with heart space 
love during this entire time of separation of the densities of truth. You are 
hereby notified that you are strictly prohibited from disclosing, copying, 
distributing, disseminating, or taking any other action against ME or any other 
version of me that may exist in the past, present or future. “I AM” presence 
declares sovereign boundaries so we may hold sacred space within each of 
our selves without worry of invasion from any source not in alignment with 
Global Dreamtime & unity consciousness for all sentient kind existing and co-
existing on all of earth mothers realms. The foregoing prohibitions also apply to 
your employee(s), agent(s), student(s) or any personnel under your direction or 
control. The contents of this email are private and legally privileged and 
confidential information, and the violation of my personal privacy is punishable 
by law, both temporal and spiritual. I now state with all ancestors present in all 
time streams and dimensions: “I invoke my natural rights as a universal citizen 
born to Earth mothers specific signature frequency as a free willed 
multidimensional, multi-functional fully spiritual being manifest upon these two 
legs.”

On 19 Apr 2020, at 6:31 am, Guille Soto <guille@humanitad.org> wrote:

souvereign,

If my vote had any weight in this circle I would not give you access to everything NewEarth. This is based on your involvement the 
past years which has seemed on and off and without any apparent manifestation towards our combined effort. 
I may be mistaken as I have not been involved with everything and with no disrespect towards you, I do not wish to discuss this 
point.

I do not know you, nor do I have anything against you. I have only heard sporadic whispers or complaints about your actions in the 
past. 
Personally, I do not wish to receive further emails from you pertaining to the NewEarth project. Moving forward, I don't see my 
involvement mixing in with how things are done around here.
Please remove me from this thread.

My words may be falling on deaf ears, since you've basically already been given the double green light. 
So I ask that once you are given the keys to the kingdom, please erase my humanitad account: guille@humanitad.org - I've already 
tried to erase it myself but cannot.

Best of luck to each of you and may your contribution to this new earth be meaningful and fulfilling,
guille

On Sat, Apr 18, 2020, 5:05 PM Dr. Nancy Ash, DD, PhD <nancy@humanitad.org> wrote:
18 April 2020
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Ditto to Sacha, Affirmative

Gratitude in Grace to You, Souvereign

!

 DrN

-- 
Dr Nancy Ash, DD, PhD
Worldwide Chancellor, NewEarth University (NEU)
Founding Trustee, International Tribunal for Natural Justice (ITNJ)
Core Management, NewEarth Project
Member, Humanitad Foundation

  
https://newearth.university/
http://www.new-earth-project.org/
www.itnj.org
https://commission.itnj.org/
http://www.humanitad.org/

Enjoy our two complimentary digital magazines:
The Sovereign Voice
https://view.joomag.com/the-sovereign-voice-itnj-commemorative-
issue/0821035001528071323

The NewEarth Oracle "NEO" 
http://neo.newearthnation.org/

On Sat, Apr 18, 2020 at 7:04 AM Sacha Stone <sacha@humanitad.org> wrote:
Affirmative. Thank you brother Souvereign.

Sacha

vox populi - vox dei

<logo strip.png>

___________________________

sacha stone

Humanitad   |   ITNJ   |   NewEarth

www.humanitad.org
www.newearthnation.org
www.itnj.org

 Skype:  sachastone

PRIVACY NOTICE: Warning: Any person and/or institution and/or agent etheric or esoteric, entangled or 
disentangled observers, you do NOT have my permission nor consent, via any technical or energetic 
vehicle to utilise any information this “I AM” presence has created or co-created with heart space love 
during this entire time of separation of the densities of truth. You are hereby notified that you are strictly 
prohibited from disclosing, copying, distributing, disseminating, or taking any other action against ME or 
any other version of me that may exist in the past, present or future. “I AM” presence declares sovereign 
boundaries so we may hold sacred space within each of our selves without worry of invasion from any 
source not in alignment with Global Dreamtime & unity consciousness for all sentient kind existing and co-
existing on all of earth mothers realms. The foregoing prohibitions also apply to your employee(s), 
agent(s), student(s) or any personnel under your direction or control. The contents of this email are private 
and legally privileged and confidential information, and the violation of my personal privacy is punishable 
by law, both temporal and spiritual. I now state with all ancestors present in all time streams and 
dimensions: “I invoke my natural rights as a universal citizen born to Earth mothers specific signature 
frequency as a free willed multidimensional, multi-functional fully spiritual being manifest upon these two 
legs.”
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On 18 Apr 2020, at 20:25, Souvereign <souvereign@protonmail.com> wrote:

Att: Sacha (founder/ director NE Project), Nancy (Chancellor/President NE University), and all in positions of significant or 
relevant witness, to;   The delegation of executive authority to direct, manage, operate & navigate all digital assets and digital 
infrastructure for the NewEarth Project.

  Dear all,

By means of this letter I wish to formally acknowledge my availability and willful intend to take sole responsibility for all of 
NEP’s digital assets including but not limited to; all online related banking, all NEP related payment agreements to external 
services including but not limited to; URL domain hosting, Stripe accounts, all bulk email service agencies, NEP Google 
Drives and all third party social media avenues (YouTube, Facebook, Twitter) and their login details. 

 It is my intend to oversee, curate and delegate well measured responsibilities to other members of our NEP team, whilst 
supporting those members in their respective positions remaining with NEP. 

 With your consent and instruction of delegating authority over all the above to me, I shall require access to the up-to-date, -
intact-, complete master-list of access codes, passwords and all digital keys and all relevant assets pertaining to anything 
involved in navigating the above stated. 

Please Note:
 From my observation most access keys are administered through gaining access over a ‘@humanitad.org’ email address or 
have such an email address associated to it. It therefor is relevant that i am provided with the full managerial powers to 
execute the functions, roles and responsibilities associated to my position through the authorisation hereof coming from the 
Trustees and founder of Humanitad Foundation. 

 Please instruct whomever carrying these keys to forward the master keychain list of passwords and direct access to all NEP 
web platform assets to souvereign@protonmail.com . 

In Grace, with Godspeed,

Souvereign  

Get Outlook for Android
Anfang der weitergeleiteten Nachricht:

Von: "Dr. Nancy Ash, DD, PhD" <nancy@humanitad.org>
Betreff: Aw: Delagation of Authority NewEarth Project (NEP)
Datum: 18. April 2020 um 23:04:42 MESZ
An: Sacha Stone <sacha@humanitad.org>
Kopie: Souvereign <souvereign@protonmail.com>, Connie Broussard <connie@humanitad.org>, Theo Schnitfink 
<Theo.Schnitfink@symphony-solutions.eu>, Brett Elliott <brettelliott33@gmail.com>, Thomas Joseph Brown 
<tom@humanitad.org>, Juan Schlosser <juan@humanitad.org>, Robin <robin@newearthhaven.com>, Debbie Evershed 
<cottonfang@outlook.com>, Wolf <wolf@newearth.foundation>, Santi Azpilicueta <santi@newearth.foundation>, The 
Sovereigns Way <greg@thesovereignsway.com>, Guille Soto <guille@humanitad.org>, "Michael E. V. Knight" 
<michaelevknight@gmail.com>, "ryan.boyd@live.ca" <ryan.boyd@live.ca>, Mark Pearce <mark@balangarafilms.com>, Michele 
Joshi <michele@humanitad.org>

18 April 2020

Ditto to Sacha, Affirmative

Gratitude in Grace to You, Souvereign

!

 DrN

-- 
Dr Nancy Ash, DD, PhD
Worldwide Chancellor, NewEarth University (NEU)
Founding Trustee, International Tribunal for Natural Justice (ITNJ)
Core Management, NewEarth Project
Member, Humanitad Foundation
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https://newearth.university/
http://www.new-earth-project.org/
www.itnj.org
https://commission.itnj.org/
http://www.humanitad.org/

Enjoy our two complimentary digital magazines:
The Sovereign Voice
https://view.joomag.com/the-sovereign-voice-itnj-commemorative-
issue/0821035001528071323

The NewEarth Oracle "NEO" 
http://neo.newearthnation.org/

On Sat, Apr 18, 2020 at 7:04 AM Sacha Stone <sacha@humanitad.org> wrote:
Affirmative. Thank you brother Souvereign.

Sacha

vox populi - vox dei

<logo strip.png>

___________________________

sacha stone

Humanitad   |   ITNJ   |   NewEarth

www.humanitad.org
www.newearthnation.org
www.itnj.org

 Skype:  sachastone

PRIVACY NOTICE: Warning: Any person and/or institution and/or agent etheric or esoteric, entangled or 
disentangled observers, you do NOT have my permission nor consent, via any technical or energetic vehicle 
to utilise any information this “I AM” presence has created or co-created with heart space love during this 
entire time of separation of the densities of truth. You are hereby notified that you are strictly prohibited from 
disclosing, copying, distributing, disseminating, or taking any other action against ME or any other version of 
me that may exist in the past, present or future. “I AM” presence declares sovereign boundaries so we may 
hold sacred space within each of our selves without worry of invasion from any source not in alignment with 
Global Dreamtime & unity consciousness for all sentient kind existing and co-existing on all of earth mothers 
realms. The foregoing prohibitions also apply to your employee(s), agent(s), student(s) or any personnel under 
your direction or control. The contents of this email are private and legally privileged and confidential 
information, and the violation of my personal privacy is punishable by law, both temporal and spiritual. I now 
state with all ancestors present in all time streams and dimensions: “I invoke my natural rights as a universal 
citizen born to Earth mothers specific signature frequency as a free willed multidimensional, multi-functional 
fully spiritual being manifest upon these two legs.”

On 18 Apr 2020, at 20:25, Souvereign <souvereign@protonmail.com> wrote:

Att: Sacha (founder/ director NE Project), Nancy (Chancellor/President NE University), and all in positions of significant or relevant 
witness, to;   The delegation of executive authority to direct, manage, operate & navigate all digital assets and digital infrastructure 
for the NewEarth Project.

  Dear all,

By means of this letter I wish to formally acknowledge my availability and willful intend to take sole responsibility for all of NEP’s 
digital assets including but not limited to; all online related banking, all NEP related payment agreements to external services 
including but not limited to; URL domain hosting, Stripe accounts, all bulk email service agencies, NEP Google Drives and all third 
party social media avenues (YouTube, Facebook, Twitter) and their login details. 

 It is my intend to oversee, curate and delegate well measured responsibilities to other members of our NEP team, whilst 
supporting those members in their respective positions remaining with NEP. 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With your consent and instruction of delegating authority over all the above to me, I shall require access to the up-to-date, -intact-, 
complete master-list of access codes, passwords and all digital keys and all relevant assets pertaining to anything involved in 
navigating the above stated. 

Please Note:
 From my observation most access keys are administered through gaining access over a ‘@humanitad.org’ email address or have 
such an email address associated to it. It therefor is relevant that i am provided with the full managerial powers to execute the 
functions, roles and responsibilities associated to my position through the authorisation hereof coming from the Trustees and 
founder of Humanitad Foundation. 

 Please instruct whomever carrying these keys to forward the master keychain list of passwords and direct access to all NEP web 
platform assets to souvereign@protonmail.com . 

In Grace, with Godspeed,

Souvereign  

Anfang der weitergeleiteten Nachricht:

Von: Guille Soto <guille@humanitad.org>
Betreff: Aw: Delagation of Authority NewEarth Project (NEP)
Datum: 20. April 2020 um 20:48:35 MESZ
An: Sacha Stone <sacha@humanitad.org>
Kopie: "Dr. Nancy Ash, DD, PhD" <nancy@humanitad.org>, Souvereign <souvereign@protonmail.com>, Connie Broussard 
<connie@humanitad.org>, Theo Schnitfink <Theo.Schnitfink@symphony-solutions.eu>, Brett Elliott 
<brettelliott33@gmail.com>, Thomas Joseph Brown <tom@humanitad.org>, Juan Schlosser <juan@humanitad.org>, Robin 
<robin@newearthhaven.com>, Debbie Evershed <cottonfang@outlook.com>, Wolf <wolf@newearth.foundation>, Santi 
Azpilicueta <santi@newearth.foundation>, The Sovereigns Way <greg@thesovereignsway.com>, "Michael E. V. Knight" 
<michaelevknight@gmail.com>, "ryan.boyd@live.ca" <ryan.boyd@live.ca>, Mark Pearce <mark@balangarafilms.com>, Michele 
Joshi <michele@humanitad.org>, Mercy Wolf <hello@mercywolf.com>, Guille Soto <guille@humanitad.org>, Milan Novkovski 
<Milan.Novkovski@symphony-solutions.eu>, "goran.jovanovski@symphony-solutions.eu" <goran.jovanovski@symphony-
solutions.eu>, "Wdragon77@comcast.net" <Wdragon77@comcast.net>, "don@ethos.nz" <don@ethos.nz>, 
soma.guille@gmail.com

First off Sacha, fuck you and that clique you claim!
I can't believe how seriously you take yourself, it's insane.
The most dramatic & annoying complaints, sidelines or blame came directly from you. the horse's mouth. As they always do. 
So I will take your advice and steer clear of whisperers.

Drops mic.

I have not worked closely with anyone in this newearth group for months now. By the looks of it, I would have kept it that way, actually.
Seeing all this unfold is pathetic and sad. Vampiric pulling of strings and sucking at the tit. Claim of property and power? For what?

I seriously request to be unmolested with any more of this, copy me out - erase my account - block me...  do what you gotta do just like 
was done with my social media access this morning. 
I will not accept the instilled drama, abuse of power & hypocrisy which, unwittingly or not, seems to stem from the perceived 
manifestation of the newearth matrix. And defended on a day to day basis.
 
When real positive change is imminent, every sentry post is vital.

This movement could have been SOOOOO much more than the struggling commercial enterprise that it is. So much more... 
If newearth is a representation of 'illuminated leadership' then I don't even want to go down and play on that level. 
My attention and creativity is much too valuable, that's why I peacefully stepped back almost a year ago. 

Finally, regarding the NOTICE OF INSTRUCTION. What the bloody hell? 
it's an obvious breach of an agreement made by email last week.
Full of ORDERS, RESTRICTIONS & EVEN A LOCK-DOWN (HAHAHAHAHAHAHA really?) a protocol and new order of 
navigation? 
with all due respect, get the fuck outta here!

best,
guille :)

On Sat, Apr 18, 2020 at 10:03 PM Sacha Stone <sacha@humanitad.org> wrote:
Guille

Feel free to lay out the 'whispers' against Souvereign which you are privy to, considering your last ignoble offering was to breach 
goodwill and attempt to damn him. 

Or perhaps you should begin to steer clear of whisperers? 

Either way,  there is no vote. 

Goodbye.

Sent from my iPhone

Sacha Stone
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Sacha Stone

Humanitad Foundation
New Earth Project
International Tribunal for Natural Justice (ITNJ)

www.humanitad.org
www.newearthnation.org
www.itnj.org

PRIVACY NOTICE: Warning: Any person and/or institution and/or agent etheric or 
esoteric, entangled or disentangled observers, you do NOT have my 
permission nor consent, via any technical or energetic vehicle to utilise any 
information this “I AM” presence has created or co-created with heart space 
love during this entire time of separation of the densities of truth. You are 
hereby notified that you are strictly prohibited from disclosing, copying, 
distributing, disseminating, or taking any other action against ME or any other 
version of me that may exist in the past, present or future. “I AM” presence 
declares sovereign boundaries so we may hold sacred space within each of 
our selves without worry of invasion from any source not in alignment with 
Global Dreamtime & unity consciousness for all sentient kind existing and co-
existing on all of earth mothers realms. The foregoing prohibitions also apply 
to your employee(s), agent(s), student(s) or any personnel under your 
direction or control. The contents of this email are private and legally 
privileged and confidential information, and the violation of my personal 
privacy is punishable by law, both temporal and spiritual. I now state with all 
ancestors present in all time streams and dimensions: “I invoke my natural 
rights as a universal citizen born to Earth mothers specific signature 
frequency as a free willed multidimensional, multi-functional fully spiritual 
being manifest upon these two legs.”

On 19 Apr 2020, at 6:31 am, Guille Soto <guille@humanitad.org> wrote:

souvereign,

If my vote had any weight in this circle I would not give you access to everything NewEarth. This is based on your involvement 
the past years which has seemed on and off and without any apparent manifestation towards our combined effort. 
I may be mistaken as I have not been involved with everything and with no disrespect towards you, I do not wish to discuss this 
point.

I do not know you, nor do I have anything against you. I have only heard sporadic whispers or complaints about your actions in the 
past. 
Personally, I do not wish to receive further emails from you pertaining to the NewEarth project. Moving forward, I don't see my 
involvement mixing in with how things are done around here.
Please remove me from this thread.

My words may be falling on deaf ears, since you've basically already been given the double green light. 
So I ask that once you are given the keys to the kingdom, please erase my humanitad account: guille@humanitad.org - I've 
already tried to erase it myself but cannot.

Best of luck to each of you and may your contribution to this new earth be meaningful and fulfilling,
guille

On Sat, Apr 18, 2020, 5:05 PM Dr. Nancy Ash, DD, PhD <nancy@humanitad.org> wrote:
18 April 2020
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18 April 2020

Ditto to Sacha, Affirmative

Gratitude in Grace to You, Souvereign

!

 DrN

-- 
Dr Nancy Ash, DD, PhD
Worldwide Chancellor, NewEarth University (NEU)
Founding Trustee, International Tribunal for Natural Justice (ITNJ)
Core Management, NewEarth Project
Member, Humanitad Foundation
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Enjoy our two complimentary digital magazines:
The Sovereign Voice
https://view.joomag.com/the-sovereign-voice-itnj-commemorative-
issue/0821035001528071323

The NewEarth Oracle "NEO" 
http://neo.newearthnation.org/

On Sat, Apr 18, 2020 at 7:04 AM Sacha Stone <sacha@humanitad.org> wrote:
Affirmative. Thank you brother Souvereign.

Sacha

vox populi - vox dei

<logo strip.png>

___________________________

sacha stone

Humanitad   |   ITNJ   |   NewEarth

www.humanitad.org
www.newearthnation.org
www.itnj.org

 Skype:  sachastone

PRIVACY NOTICE: Warning: Any person and/or institution and/or agent etheric or esoteric, entangled or 
disentangled observers, you do NOT have my permission nor consent, via any technical or energetic 
vehicle to utilise any information this “I AM” presence has created or co-created with heart space love 
during this entire time of separation of the densities of truth. You are hereby notified that you are strictly 
prohibited from disclosing, copying, distributing, disseminating, or taking any other action against ME or 
any other version of me that may exist in the past, present or future. “I AM” presence declares sovereign 
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any other version of me that may exist in the past, present or future. “I AM” presence declares sovereign 
boundaries so we may hold sacred space within each of our selves without worry of invasion from any 
source not in alignment with Global Dreamtime & unity consciousness for all sentient kind existing and 
co-existing on all of earth mothers realms. The foregoing prohibitions also apply to your employee(s), 
agent(s), student(s) or any personnel under your direction or control. The contents of this email are 
private and legally privileged and confidential information, and the violation of my personal privacy is 
punishable by law, both temporal and spiritual. I now state with all ancestors present in all time streams 
and dimensions: “I invoke my natural rights as a universal citizen born to Earth mothers specific 
signature frequency as a free willed multidimensional, multi-functional fully spiritual being manifest upon 
these two legs.”

On 18 Apr 2020, at 20:25, Souvereign <souvereign@protonmail.com> wrote:

Att: Sacha (founder/ director NE Project), Nancy (Chancellor/President NE University), and all in positions of significant or 
relevant witness, to;   The delegation of executive authority to direct, manage, operate & navigate all digital assets and digital 
infrastructure for the NewEarth Project.

  Dear all,

By means of this letter I wish to formally acknowledge my availability and willful intend to take sole responsibility for all of 
NEP’s digital assets including but not limited to; all online related banking, all NEP related payment agreements to external 
services including but not limited to; URL domain hosting, Stripe accounts, all bulk email service agencies, NEP Google 
Drives and all third party social media avenues (YouTube, Facebook, Twitter) and their login details. 

 It is my intend to oversee, curate and delegate well measured responsibilities to other members of our NEP team, whilst 
supporting those members in their respective positions remaining with NEP. 

 With your consent and instruction of delegating authority over all the above to me, I shall require access to the up-to-date, -
intact-, complete master-list of access codes, passwords and all digital keys and all relevant assets pertaining to anything 
involved in navigating the above stated. 

Please Note:
 From my observation most access keys are administered through gaining access over a ‘@humanitad.org’ email address 
or have such an email address associated to it. It therefor is relevant that i am provided with the full managerial powers to 
execute the functions, roles and responsibilities associated to my position through the authorisation hereof coming from the 
Trustees and founder of Humanitad Foundation. 

 Please instruct whomever carrying these keys to forward the master keychain list of passwords and direct access to all 
NEP web platform assets to souvereign@protonmail.com . 

In Grace, with Godspeed,

Souvereign  

Anfang der weitergeleiteten Nachricht:

Von: Guille Soto <guille@humanitad.org>
Betreff: Aw: Delagation of Authority NewEarth Project (NEP)
Datum: 23. April 2020 um 04:28:55 MESZ
An: Sacha Stone <sacha@humanitad.org>
Kopie: "Dr. Nancy Ash, DD, PhD" <nancy@humanitad.org>, Souvereign <souvereign@protonmail.com>, Connie Broussard 
<connie@humanitad.org>, Thomas Joseph Brown <tom@humanitad.org>, Juan Schlosser <juan@humanitad.org>, Robin 
<robin@newearthhaven.com>, Debbie Evershed <cottonfang@outlook.com>, Wolf <wolf@newearth.foundation>, Santi 
Azpilicueta <santi@newearth.foundation>, The Sovereigns Way <greg@thesovereignsway.com>, "Michael E. V. Knight" 
<michaelevknight@gmail.com>, "ryan.boyd@live.ca" <ryan.boyd@live.ca>, Mark Pearce <mark@balangarafilms.com>

Peeps,

The picture that I've attached sums up my feelings with this situation. *NOTE It has been modified digitally to remove the drama and 
manipulation.
Guille, my nickname, considers himself a professional broadcaster and content creator. I follow my heart and I know what I want.

This response from (humanitad.org) Sacha Stone is why I could care less about SACHASTONE.COM & HUMANITAD.ORG - there 
may be hope for something different and bigger for NEWEARTH and the type of community effort that interests me. I may participate if 
something like that should appear and I am free to help. 
Until then, I bid thee farewell, its time to sow new seeds. 

hasta la vista
guille

p.s.
I refuse to give back the gifts that I worked very hard for and at the moment, is my only means of survival. 
I love ya'll, but ya better check yourself before you break yourself.

<sacha stone - no vote.png>
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On Sat, Apr 18, 2020 at 10:03 PM Sacha Stone <sacha@humanitad.org> wrote:
Guille

Feel free to lay out the 'whispers' against Souvereign which you are privy to, considering your last ignoble offering was to breach 
goodwill and attempt to damn him. 

Or perhaps you should begin to steer clear of whisperers? 

Either way,  there is no vote. 

Goodbye.

Sent from my iPhone

Sacha Stone

Humanitad Foundation
New Earth Project
International Tribunal for Natural Justice (ITNJ)

www.humanitad.org
www.newearthnation.org
www.itnj.org

PRIVACY NOTICE: Warning: Any person and/or institution and/or agent etheric or 
esoteric, entangled or disentangled observers, you do NOT have my 
permission nor consent, via any technical or energetic vehicle to utilise any 
information this “I AM” presence has created or co-created with heart space 
love during this entire time of separation of the densities of truth. You are 
hereby notified that you are strictly prohibited from disclosing, copying, 
distributing, disseminating, or taking any other action against ME or any other 
version of me that may exist in the past, present or future. “I AM” presence 
declares sovereign boundaries so we may hold sacred space within each of 
our selves without worry of invasion from any source not in alignment with 
Global Dreamtime & unity consciousness for all sentient kind existing and co-
existing on all of earth mothers realms. The foregoing prohibitions also apply 
to your employee(s), agent(s), student(s) or any personnel under your 
direction or control. The contents of this email are private and legally 
privileged and confidential information, and the violation of my personal 
privacy is punishable by law, both temporal and spiritual. I now state with all 
ancestors present in all time streams and dimensions: “I invoke my natural 
rights as a universal citizen born to Earth mothers specific signature 
frequency as a free willed multidimensional, multi-functional fully spiritual 
being manifest upon these two legs.”

On 19 Apr 2020, at 6:31 am, Guille Soto <guille@humanitad.org> wrote:

souvereign,

If my vote had any weight in this circle I would not give you access to everything NewEarth. This is based on your involvement 
the past years which has seemed on and off and without any apparent manifestation towards our combined effort. 
I may be mistaken as I have not been involved with everything and with no disrespect towards you, I do not wish to discuss this 
point.
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I do not know you, nor do I have anything against you. I have only heard sporadic whispers or complaints about your actions in the 
past. 
Personally, I do not wish to receive further emails from you pertaining to the NewEarth project. Moving forward, I don't see my 
involvement mixing in with how things are done around here.
Please remove me from this thread.

My words may be falling on deaf ears, since you've basically already been given the double green light. 
So I ask that once you are given the keys to the kingdom, please erase my humanitad account: guille@humanitad.org - I've 
already tried to erase it myself but cannot.

Best of luck to each of you and may your contribution to this new earth be meaningful and fulfilling,
guille

On Sat, Apr 18, 2020, 5:05 PM Dr. Nancy Ash, DD, PhD <nancy@humanitad.org> wrote:
18 April 2020

Ditto to Sacha, Affirmative

Gratitude in Grace to You, Souvereign

!

 DrN

-- 
Dr Nancy Ash, DD, PhD
Worldwide Chancellor, NewEarth University (NEU)
Founding Trustee, International Tribunal for Natural Justice (ITNJ)
Core Management, NewEarth Project
Member, Humanitad Foundation

  
https://newearth.university/
http://www.new-earth-project.org/
www.itnj.org
https://commission.itnj.org/
http://www.humanitad.org/

Enjoy our two complimentary digital magazines:
The Sovereign Voice
https://view.joomag.com/the-sovereign-voice-itnj-commemorative-
issue/0821035001528071323

The NewEarth Oracle "NEO" 
http://neo.newearthnation.org/

On Sat, Apr 18, 2020 at 7:04 AM Sacha Stone <sacha@humanitad.org> wrote:
Affirmative. Thank you brother Souvereign.

Sacha

vox populi - vox dei

<logo strip.png>

___________________________

sacha stone

Humanitad   |   ITNJ   |   NewEarth

www.humanitad.org
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 Skype:  sachastone

PRIVACY NOTICE: Warning: Any person and/or institution and/or agent etheric or esoteric, entangled or 
disentangled observers, you do NOT have my permission nor consent, via any technical or energetic 
vehicle to utilise any information this “I AM” presence has created or co-created with heart space love 
during this entire time of separation of the densities of truth. You are hereby notified that you are strictly 
prohibited from disclosing, copying, distributing, disseminating, or taking any other action against ME or 
any other version of me that may exist in the past, present or future. “I AM” presence declares sovereign 
boundaries so we may hold sacred space within each of our selves without worry of invasion from any 
source not in alignment with Global Dreamtime & unity consciousness for all sentient kind existing and 
co-existing on all of earth mothers realms. The foregoing prohibitions also apply to your employee(s), 
agent(s), student(s) or any personnel under your direction or control. The contents of this email are 
private and legally privileged and confidential information, and the violation of my personal privacy is 
punishable by law, both temporal and spiritual. I now state with all ancestors present in all time streams 
and dimensions: “I invoke my natural rights as a universal citizen born to Earth mothers specific 
signature frequency as a free willed multidimensional, multi-functional fully spiritual being manifest upon 
these two legs.”

On 18 Apr 2020, at 20:25, Souvereign <souvereign@protonmail.com> wrote:

Att: Sacha (founder/ director NE Project), Nancy (Chancellor/President NE University), and all in positions of significant or 
relevant witness, to;   The delegation of executive authority to direct, manage, operate & navigate all digital assets and digital 
infrastructure for the NewEarth Project.

  Dear all,

By means of this letter I wish to formally acknowledge my availability and willful intend to take sole responsibility for all of 
NEP’s digital assets including but not limited to; all online related banking, all NEP related payment agreements to external 
services including but not limited to; URL domain hosting, Stripe accounts, all bulk email service agencies, NEP Google 
Drives and all third party social media avenues (YouTube, Facebook, Twitter) and their login details. 

 It is my intend to oversee, curate and delegate well measured responsibilities to other members of our NEP team, whilst 
supporting those members in their respective positions remaining with NEP. 

 With your consent and instruction of delegating authority over all the above to me, I shall require access to the up-to-date, -
intact-, complete master-list of access codes, passwords and all digital keys and all relevant assets pertaining to anything 
involved in navigating the above stated. 

Please Note:
 From my observation most access keys are administered through gaining access over a ‘@humanitad.org’ email address 
or have such an email address associated to it. It therefor is relevant that i am provided with the full managerial powers to 
execute the functions, roles and responsibilities associated to my position through the authorisation hereof coming from the 
Trustees and founder of Humanitad Foundation. 

 Please instruct whomever carrying these keys to forward the master keychain list of passwords and direct access to all 
NEP web platform assets to souvereign@protonmail.com . 

In Grace, with Godspeed,

Souvereign  

http://www.humanitad.org/
http://www.newearthnation.org/
http://www.itnj.org/
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